


A New World of
Commerce

Many sectors including Real Estate have started to capitalise
on the estimated $2trillion dollars cryptocurrency market.
Will you? Crypto is a revolutionary game changer when
buying and selling high-end goods.

Bitcashier helps you facilitate any buyer/seller
transactions while keeping each payment risk-free and
without additional fee.

REAL ESTATE & CRYPTOCURRENCY



The future is now.

$22.5 million Miami Beach
penthouse is the most
expensive property to
ever be paid with crypto.

A flawless 101 carat diamond was sold at auction
for more than $12.2 million in cryptocurrency. 
The most expensive piece of jewellery ever sold through
crypto, according to Sotheby’s.

Justin Bieber’s Manager,
Scooter Braun sells his
Texas mansion for $18.5
million worth of bitcoin.



How can we help you?

The Bitcashier payment platform allows you to process secure transactions in BTC or ETH without any fee.
 
Start selling your goods and services totally safely with our encrypted transaction technology.

Sell Luxury Yachts Sell Collection Cars Sell Exclusive Properties Sell High Value Jewellery



Why Sell your products and Services with Bitcashier?
At Bitcashier we believe that crypto transactions are the safest and cheapest way to monetise
high-end goods. We offer safe and easy transaction solutions.

End-to-end encryption from the Bitcoin
wallet to the cash transfer for the seller.

The transaction is completely safe. 

We use the highest
possible encryption

 

You can convert all collected coins into
other assets and send them to a personal

bank account or crypto wallet.

Once the transaction has gone through
the deal is ‘done’ there is no opportunity
for the buyer to walk away and ‘cancel’

the deal.

Avoid expensive fees
from card companies

The buyer cannot cancel
the deal at the last minute.

 

Bitcashier can accommodate any
transaction amount that you and your

client agree upon. 

No feeRisk free No cancelation Flexibility
Transactions for full or

part-value 



Easy steps to selling your high-value goods

You are selling 
a €10M property

You have a buyer for the
property who wants to pay

with cryptocurrency
An invoice is created on the
bitcashier platform which

generates a link and QR code
 

Give the link or QR
code to your buyer.

Your customer is
presented with a list of
cryptocurrencies they
can use to pay for the

diamond ring.
 

Bitcashier creates 
payment invoice

 

Bitcashier automatically
calculates the equivalent cash

price of the property in
chosen cryptocurrency and

provides a payment option for
the buyer at a real-time rate. 

 
 

You receive the 
payment

 

The buyer sends the
cryptocurrency and you get

paid in your chosen
currency, directly to your

bank account.
 

Example selling a you are selling a €10M property



Get in
touch

 

Email: info@bitcashier.io
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/bitcashier/


